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Building on the success of such titles as Toy Story: The Essential Guide and Dinosaur: The

Essential Guide, the DK creative team has been given unlimited access to Disney's considerable

archives to chart the development of the Disney Company, from its early days in the 1920s to the

present. Kids and collectors will treasure this sticker book filled with Disney facts and lovable

characters. The more than 60 stickers include images of film cells, sketches, theme parks, and

more.
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this sticker book is inexpensive, i realize that, so i was not expecting tons of stickers, but only 4

pages?? and the stickers are big, like 2" x 2" big so that's not very many stickers for the money. i

would not recommend this sticker book.

Sixty-one stickers, approximately 2 inches square, cover a broad range of Disney characters and

motifs. Stickers can be placed on corresponding outlines that are organized on 7 pages under

several themes: Timeless Characters (Donald Duck, Chip 'n' Dale, Mickey Mouse, etc.), Favorites

Forever (Bambi, Cinderella, Tinker Bell, etc.), Instant Classics (Ariel, Beauty and the Beast, etc.),

and New Faces (Mike and Sulley, Stitch, Treasue Planet, etc.) This is a fun sticker book for older

kids because they can read the titles and descriptions; younger children will be able to identify the



correct placement by the picture outlines.Placement would be easier and more fun if characters

were placed in the context of a scene, but stickers are quite nice.

we recently went to Disney World and I bought these for my grandchildren, it was a great piece of

memorabilia for our trip and they loved seeing the older pictures of the characters, and of course the

stickers are awesome!

While I wouldn't say this is a bargain, my 2 year old loves Disney and stickers and he was very

satisfied with himself after putting the stickers in their correct place. If you are looking for A LOT of

stickers...these Ultimate Sticker books may not be for you. But if you are looking for a Sticker

Activity Book...we like it a lot.

It's alot thinner than I expected... For seven dollars, it's the right price for it. However, the stickers

are not vraaried enough, and alot of it is concept art. I LOOOVE concept art, but I did not expect

stickers from Disney to be concept art. I was expecting pinup stickers from characters from the

movies and television series we all grew up on with Disney. There are a few of those stickers in

there, but in reality, there are not that many... This book is really disappointing for me.

I wanted a sticker book where my 3-year-old son could put the stickers over landscapes or various

background pictures. That is not this. The book is designed to take a sticker (say, of Simba) and

place it exactly next to a write-up of Simba. The stickers / descriptions are not numbered so we've

spent a lot of time trying to match them up and it's very frustrating.

Cute sticker book however not much to it. Has a great history of Disney- think more age appropriate

for an older kid rather than my 2.5 year old (who colored on it). Does has some interesting disney

facts!

Just know that this isn't a big sticker book. Check the page number listed in the description so you

know what you are getting. Some sticker books that I have gotten, group the stickers together that

are to be used on a pair of pages. This helps young children to be able to do more of it themselves.

These stickers are all over the place and don't necessarily match up the names of the stickers to

quickly identify that's what you want. That's a lot of negative, but it really is a good sticker book to do

with your child.
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